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MOTIVATION
Most languages in the world that are not

English lack language resources. This is espe-
cially true for under-resourced languages, such as
Basque and Catalan.

ENDE IT FR JP GAAR EUCHDABU ES CA TUDU SL HE CRCOHUCZMABR AL AF VI
QUGUAM
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Figure 1: Resources per language found on www.
aclweb.org.

GUIDELINES
Two annotators per corpus annotated the re-

views. A simplified version of the guidelines is
shown, but does not include the examples and
how to resolve difficult situations.

Is there a pos. / neg. attitude? yes/no
Is the sentence on topic? yes/no
Is it to the point? yes/no

IF YES TO ALL, ANNOTATE:
What is the span of the expression? choose span
Is the expression pos. or neg.? choose
Is the expression strong? choose

Is there an explicit target? yes/no
If yes, what is the span? choose span

Is there an explicit opinion holder yes/no
If yes, what is the span? choose span

Table 1: Simplified annotation guidelines.

STATISTICS

Catalan Basque

Number of Reviews 568 343
Average length in tokens 45 46.9
Number of Targets 2346 1775
Number of Expressions 2762 2328
Number of Holders 236 296

Table 2: The statistics for the Basque and Catalan corpora.

EXAMPLES

M’ han agradat el wifi i la ubicació .
I liked the wifi and the location .

opinion expression (positive)

opinion holder opinion target

opinion target

Hotela bikaina zen , nahiz eta bertako langileak ez bereziki jatorrak izan .
Hotel.ABS.SG great.ABS.SG be , although there.from workers.ABS.PL not particularly friendly.ABS.PL were .
The hotel was great , although the workers there were not particularly friendly .

opinion expression (positive)

opinion target

opinion expression (negative)

opinion target

AGREEMENT METRICS
To define agreement between annotators a and b, with a sequence of annotations A and B, respec-

tively, we use the Average Agr metric (Wiebe et al., 2005) for target, expression, and holder agreement
and for polarity, we take the mean squared error (MSE), which are defined as:
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IAA

Catalan Basque

Targets .767 .739
Expressions .716 .714
Holders .121 .259
Polarity (MSE) 1.53 2.7

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement scores. The average
agr score is reported for targets, expressions and hold-
ers and averaged mean squared error is reported for
polarity.

BENCHMARKS
For the extraction of opinion holders, targets,

and expressions we train a Conditional Random
Field (CRF) on word-, subword-, and part-of-
speech information of the current word and pre-
vious words. We use a linear SVM with bag-of-
words features for polarity.

Catalan Basque

Targets .63 .57
Expressions .54 .54
Holders .57 .56
Polarity .82 .84

Table 4: Weighted F1 scores for extraction of opin-
ion targets, expressions and holders, as well as the
weighted F1 for classification of polarity.
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